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Global Trends - Beverages 

 
Non-alcoholic spirits: Pernod Ricard’s top 4 predictions for the future 

Non-alcoholic spirits: a fledgling category - but one with plenty of potential. Pernod Ricard, 

which is behind brands such as Ceder’s and Celtic Soul, eyes up four trends it expects to see 

in non-alcoholic spirits in the future.  

 

1. More sophisticated and complex flavours  

2. Choice  

3. Accessibility  

4.Functionality  

Click here to read more  

 

 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Ciatti Global Market Update 

Europe’s harvests are drawing to a close and the crops appear average-sized in France (45 

million hectolitres) and Spain (45-47 million hectolitres), and in line with the average or 

slightly lighter in Italy depending on area. California’s yields are approximately 10-30% 

down on an average year, before rejections due to wildfire smoke exposure – a problem 

mainly in the Coastal areas – are taken into account.  

 

Europe’s average-sized crops – combined with emergency distillation plans having removed 

some, but by no means all, inventory – means adequate availability on most wines, with the 

odd exception (southern French Chardonnay, for example, is tight, and reportedly suffered 

most from mildew this vintage). Spanish prices trended downward throughout the 2019/20 

buying campaign and – although they have since stabilised while foreign and domestic crops 

are assessed – the likelihood is that Spanish pricing will be in the discussion should buyers of 

Californian wines need alternatives and are unable to find them in South America.  

 

Afterall, Chile’s 2020 Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, dry white and Pinot Noir is sold out or 

close to being so; the corresponding 2021 grapes have risen in price accordingly. Demand has 

also reduced Argentina’s white wine inventory substantially and prices are now firming up. 

There is a risk that many wines across South America – particularly the whites – get sold out 

before the new 2021 vintage is ready. Australia’s 2020 entry-level varietal white wines and 
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dry whites, meanwhile, are close to being sold out. A common theme across the world, then, 

is the low white wine availability, at least compared to red (symptomatic of the global red-

white hectarage ratio and the decline in Chinese demand). Spain and South Africa currently 

look best-placed to profit from this, possessing as they do large volumes of white wines at 

highly attractive pricing.  

Source: Ciatti Global market Update October 2020 

 

 
Is E-Commerce the Answer for the Wine Industry? 

Amidst a lot of happy talk about how the wine industry is developing e-commerce solutions 

to the problem of how to sell wine in a pandemic, Kate Dingwell’s article in Forbes raises an 

important question.  

 

The rise of e-commerce also poses the question—how do wineries replace the experience of 

sitting down for a glass in a vineyard and hearing the story behind the wines from the grower 

himself? While pandemic has seen the advent of virtual happy hours, few, if none at all, have 

been able to replicate the immersive experience of visiting a vineyard and connecting a 

consumer and a wine on an intimate level.  

 

The short answer is you can’t.  

Click here to read more  

 

 
Technology 

 
AI Trends That Will Sketch New Customer Experiences in 2020 

There is not a single industry where artificial intelligence hasn’t created a new trail. And 

customer experience, which is established to be a key differentiator and even an inducement 

for customers to pay a premium price, is no different.  

 

There are several other trends like these that are in the offering. Let’s take a quick look at 

them.  

- Chatbots for Immediate Resolution  

- Robotic Process Automation (RPA), for accelerated output  

- Visual Recommendations for eCommerce  

- Targeted Offerings in Customer Service  

 

For businesses that are struggling to grasp what customers want, artificial intelligence can 

lend a helping hand. It arms businesses with the insights it needs to render a positive 

customer experience. Chatbots, visual recommendations, targeted customer service are all 

pointing towards that direction.  

Click here to read more  
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